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More than 30 hypnotic designs form delightful distractions for dedicated colorists. The full-page

patterns feature stars, geometric motifs, and other interlocking shapes that create eye-popping

optical illusions and three-dimensional effects. Pages are perforated and printed on one side only

for easy removal and display. Specially designed for experienced colorists, Tessellation Patterns

and other Creative HavenÃ‚Â® adult coloring books offer an escape to a world of inspiration and

artistic fulfillment. Each title is also an effective and fun-filled way to relax and reduce stress.
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Buy some markers (I use only Crayola) and buy this coloring book. Its a lot of fun (no batteries

needed).

This is an amazing book however it is regurgitated images from another creative Haven book that I

already had. If you have the creative Haven book titled tessellations You Should Skip purchasing

this book because it is the exact same 30 images in the book. Savagely disappointed because I was



hoping for some new tessellation patterns. I don't understand why creative Haven did it this way but

it was a poor decision. As a stand-alone book it's amazing if you enjoy these types of patterns

This was my second John Wik coloring book. I have tried several different adult coloring books and

discovered that I enjoy doing the patterns more than anything else. I love that the pages are

perforated so I can tear them out to work on them. I also love the fact that the pages have a design

on only one side of the page. The designs are challenging, without using too much brain power. It's

nice to just sit down and color a recurring/repeating pattern instead of having to decide on a color for

things like scenery or a bunch of different butterflies or something.

So many unique designs that I can't wait to fill in. I don't think I'll get bored with these. I've been

wanting one to help destress and so far that's what it's helped me do!

Great book with interesting patterns. I really liked the fact that there was a pattern on one side of the

paper and the page behind it was blank. Works so much better that way. When patterns are back to

back, sometimes they run through the paper and messes up the next pattern. Good Job!

There were about 5 or 6 patterns in this book that I really liked. All the others are interesting but a bit

more detailed/tedious than I was looking for. I like that there are no images on the backs of the

pages so there is no bleed through. The biggest annoyance is that the pages are difficult to tear out

without ripping the page. Each page is perforated which SHOULD make it easy but the perforations

are like none I've ever seen before. The holes are about 3/16 of an inch long with equally long gaps

between them. If you fold the page over several times on the perforation it is possible to get it to tear

correctly but folding that close to the spine is difficult and if you don't crease it, it will definitely rip

your page. Creative Haven makes a lot of books that look appealing to me and I will likely try one

more but I honestly think the perforation thing is enough of an annoyance to find another brand.

Very compelling drawings and as there are no rules in coloring it is a delight for me to wander

around in the patterns putting my colors where I want, either random or with a plan. Sky's the limit! I

find the intricate patterns very intoxicating with all sorts of possibilities in color placement. Heavy

paper that does not bleed, one drawing per page, perforated so you can remove it should you want.

I have really enjoyed this coloring book. I have finally finished all of the pages, and am looking



forward to the next. The designs in this book are great for adult coloring fans who like a challenge

but aren't into overly hard, impossible pictures. Creative Haven also has some of the best coloring

page paper I have found - crisp white, good lines on the copy, printed only on one side, and easy to

tear out.
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